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Mark your calendar
Friday, June 15, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Board of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Straus News, 333 Seventh Ave. (6th flr.), NYC

Mark your calendar for NYPA’s
fall publishers’ conference
September 14 & 15 in fabulous Montréal
We don’t want to rush through summer (especially because it was so late getting here), but we have
an amazing lineup of speakers and cutting-edge vendors prepared to share keen insights and highvalue ideas to take home and implement.
· A former Apple executive who is an expert in creating, positioning and executing marketing,
branding and communication strategies that accelerate growth and position your newspapers for
new relevance by strategically shifting your role, language and assets.

Thursday, September 14, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Boards of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Montréal Marriott Château Champlain
Friday & Saturday,
September 15 & 16, 2018
NYPA Fall Conference
Montréal Marriott Château Champlain
Friday, November 9, 2018
NYPA/NYPS Board of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Wolferts Roost Country Club
120 Van Rensselaer Blvd., Albany, NY
Thursday, April 4, 2019
NYPA/NYPS Boards of Directors Meetings
NYPA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting
Friday & Saturday,
April 5 & 6, 2019
NYPA Spring Convention and Tradeshow

· Print has left the station? Not so fast folks. You’ll hear from a publisher who has bucked the
national trend over the past 5 years to grow overall print volumes through a diversified product
portfolio approach using print centric strategies and tactics.
· The editor of Entrepreneur magazine (who started his career at community newspapers in
Massachusetts) will talk about importance of embracing change. He sees too many newspapers
doubling down on what used to work instead of figuring out what will work in the future — and
when a new or slightly new thing is introduced everyone plays follow the leader and goes all in.
He’ll talk about why he thinks pivoting to video is a huge mistake. And why in a landscape that
is constantly changing the newspaper industry can’t rely on one single business model.
· Driving new auto dollars — auto advertisers have increasing local dollars to spend. But, it’s
not about helping them in the showroom anymore. Both the “big dog” dealers and “rock lot”
sellers need better ways to move their USED inventory. And, ask any auto dealer and they’ll
tell you that they get most of their profits not from the showroom; but, from the service bays!
Here how these local newspaper leaders garnered significant new revenue from this critical
advertising category.
· Recruiting Sales People Who Can Sell — And Keeping Them! In this session, our speaker
will guide you through the entire process of assembling high-achieving sales leaders, from the
questions each organization must ask itself before hiring anyone, to the ongoing process of
keeping sales people motivated. You’ll learn how to hire based on your organization’s core
competencies, and how to map those to your sales process.
· Augmented reality technology for interactive newspaper engagement
· The emerging voice ecosystem — human-read voice experiences that create, distribute
and monetize audio content at scale for community newspapers
· Events — partnerships, templates and more.
· Rethinking real estate revenue now
All this and wonderful dining experiences, extraordinary networking opportunities, and a delightful
venue. Save the date and make your hotel reservations today — www.nynewspapers.com
A NEWSLETTER FOR NEW YORK’S COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS
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Global Data Protection Regulation – GDPR –
What New York’s newspapers need to know
GDPR, General Data Protection Regulation, was
implemented in Europe May 25th. GDPR will
establish a new global precedent around the
importance of personal information ownership and
consumer protection. GDPR is a series of new data
protection initiatives designed to ensure the integrity
of personal data for individuals — not organizations.
Protecting personal data is a top priority for the GDPR.

A

lthough the GDPR is law throughout the
European Union, it applies to any company
processing, storing or using data related to a
European citizen — even if it is just one customer.
US newspapers that have digital subscribers or readers
in the EU must adhere to the GDPR or risk fines up to
4% of total revenue. If you are collecting data on a
European citizen, GDPR applies.
Americans deserve privacy protection too, and
there is an urgent need for data protection reform here
in the US, so expect Congress to take this up soon.
So, what should publishers do?

Begin by creating or updating your website’s
privacy policy. Even if GDPR doesn’t apply to you, it’s
a good thing to do. Your readers should know that
protecting their personal data is important to you.
Use simple, clear, concise language to describe
your newspaper’s practices in collecting personal data.
Explain how and why you collect data. Provide options
so users can manage, update or delete their data.
Then communicate with readers and users, using
your websites and social media platforms to tell
customers that your newspaper is committed to
protecting the integrity of their personal data.
Don’t just talk the talk — review your methods of
collecting personal data, think about how outdated or
irrelevant data is disposed of, and how to safeguard
information that is retained. A company-wide system
for protecting personal data should be established and
understood by every staff member.
We’ve included a sample privacy policy below to
help you get started.
SAMPLE PRIVACY POLICY

In this privacy policy, “NEWSPAPER X”, “we”,
“us”, and “our” refer to NEWSPAPER X., a US-based
registered corporation. “Website” includes
NEWSPAPERX.COM

This privacy policy applies to personal information
collected on our website or gathered through the
methods discussed here. It does not apply to any
website or practices used by any third party.

• To contact you in the future regarding services,
promotions, opportunities, and other general
information about NEWSPAPERX we believe
will be of interest to you

1. What Information We Collect

3. How We Share Your Information

We collect data related to your use of our website.
We use cookies and similar technologies on our website
to gather information such as the date and time of visits,
geographic location, the pages viewed, IP address, links
to/from any page, browser type and version, operating
system, referral source, and time spent on our website.

We do not license or sell information about your
usage of our website to anyone.

Our website includes options for visitors to submit
information to NEWSPAPERX, for example when
signing up for our email newsletter, downloading
certain content, communicating with us, etc. Such
forms may provide the option of submitting your
personal information, including your name, job title,
company name, email address, or phone number. In
addition, personal information that we store about you
may be linked to the information stored in and obtained
from cookies.
With your consent, we may also collect additional
personal information in other ways including emails,
surveys, and other forms of communication.
2. How We Use Your Information

NEWSPAPERX uses cookie data to measure site
traffic and usage activity to help us improve and
enhance the functionality of our website, to detect
possible fraudulent activity, and to better understand
the sources of traffic and transactions on our website.
Cookies also allow our servers to remember your account
information for future visits and to provide personalized
and streamlined information across related pages on
our website.
In addition, we may use your personal information
for our legitimate business interests in connection with
your use of our services, including:
• To respond to your inquiries and fulfill requests,
complete transactions, provide customer service,
send administrative information, and to
personalize your experience with our services
• To better understand our customers in general
and to improve the content and functionality
of our website

4. How We Protect Your Information

NEWSPAPERX employs appropriate organizational,
technical, and administrative measures to protect
personal data within our organization, including security
controls to prevent unauthorized access to our systems.
5. What Options You Have

We do not require you to provide personal
information when browsing the site, although some pages
and content may include options for submitting your
personal data in order for you to fully access and use
such website features or functionalities.
6. How to Opt-Out

You can opt out of receiving marketing messages
from NEWSPAPERX by unsubscribing through the
unsubscribe or opt-out link in an email. We will comply
with your request as soon as reasonably practicable.
Please note that if you opt-out of receiving marketingrelated emails from us, we may still send you important
administrative messages.
7. How We Amend This Privacy Policy
and Notify You of the Changes

This privacy policy was last updated on the date
indicated above. NEWSPAPERX may make updates
and changes to this policy by posting an updated policy
on our website.
8. How to Reach Us for Privacy Concerns

If you have any questions about our privacy policy,
the practices, or use of our website, or would like to
make any request as provided hereunder, please email
us at NEWSPAPERX.COM. Or contact us at:
XXX XXX XXXX
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By JERRY SIMPKINS

Newsprint tariffs will hurt readers and the industry

I

gnorance is bliss, and I’m the frontrunner for king
of the castle.
When I pull into a gas station to fill-up and fuel
has jumped 20 cents a gallon overnight, I don’t ask
questions. I simply consider the options: walk, Uber,
beg a ride from a friend, buy a moped, or go home and
crawl up in a ball. Then, I dig deeper into my wallet and
turn a blind eye until the next increase at the pump
shocks me deeper into denial.
Until recently, I couldn’t imagine that same
ignorance would ever enter my work life. Then along
came newsprint tariffs. I reasoned that newsprint prices
have fluctuated constantly throughout my career and
this latest increase was just another one of those things
we couldn’t control, so we’ll take it in stride and move
on to something we could control.
It was at this point I realized I was leading the pack
for ultimate king and figured perhaps this “tariff thing”
was something more than just another attempt by my
local newsprint supplier to push up costs and line their
pockets—it’s an action that could jeopardize more than
600,000 workers nationwide in the publishing and
paper industries and significantly drive up costs
for us all.
What are the Newsprint Tariffs All About?
According to a Buffalo News article posted on the
STOPP (Stop Tariffs on Printers & Publishers) website,
the current newsprint tariffs are driven by a strategy of
North Pacific Paper Co. (NORPAC) to manipulate U.S.
trade policy. Other articles on the STOPP website go on
to explain that after the recent purchase of NORPAC by
One Rock Capital Partners of New York, (who on their
website describe NORPAC as “a carve-out from
Weyerhaeuser and Nippon paper”), “NORPAC, an
outlier in the paper industry that is looking to use the
U.S. government for its own financial gain” filed a
petition resulting in duties which were assessed by the
Department of Commerce in January and March.
The primary duties assessed were countervailing
duties (CVD) and anti-dumping duties (AD) on imports
of Canadian uncoated groundwood papers including
newsprint and other papers. I highly recommend you
review the STOPP website at stopnewsprinttariffs.org for
a detailed explanation of these terms.
The News Media Alliance and the STOPP Coalition
recently provided several ads for newspapers to run in
their publications in order to educate readers on the
negative consequences of the recent tariffs.

Before I get into the impact these tariffs will have on
our industry, I want to give credit to STOPP for their
efforts. STOPP recently launched its new website and is
inviting any interested parties to join in the fight to
overturn these tariffs which have the potential to be
devastating to our entire industry.
Joel Quadracci, chairman, president and CEO of
Quad Graphics, was quoted by STOPP saying, “This
will result in driving up the costs of print and force an
even faster migration to digital options at a time when
our industry is already being severely disrupted.”
That about sums it up, but there is so much more
that can be said.
One of the more recent articles I’ve read on
newsprint tariffs was published by Paul Tash, chairman
and CEO of Times Publishing Co. (publisher of the
Tampa Bay Times). I felt it accurately reflected how the
tariffs will hurt readers and the industry in general. Tash
hits on many of the same subjects I’ll cover here,
including his statement that “To help offset the extra
expense of paper, publishers will eliminate jobs. Make
no mistake: These tariffs will cause layoffs across
American newspapers.”
Tash also states that “now that the tariffs are taking
effect, the American companies are hiking their own
prices, so we have little room to shop around.”
This “fallout,” as I choose to refer to it, is
collateral damage from a trade war we didn’t really
want to get into.
I recommend you get involved with STOPP. They
are doing excellent work defending our industry against
what some consider the most significant industry
challenge to come along in awhile.
According to STOPP, the International Trade
Commission is conducting its final investigation
throughout the spring and is expected to reach a final
determination regarding any injury or potential injury
to the domestic industry by September of this year.
Until then, we’ll all be paying as things work their way
through Washington.
As an industry, with many of our brethren hanging
on by slim margins and facing tariffs that could send
them over the edge, the first thing we need to do is have
a plan. While the cost/percentage of increase is still up
in the air, rest assured it will have a significant impact
on how your newspaper does business in the future.

With the steady decline of print media over the past
years, most properties have already dipped into the “savings
well” time and time again, and right now it’s just about dry.
Things that we do to offset this tariff will most assuredly
have a negative effect on the printing industry as a whole,
and I sincerely hope that we can recover. Those of you who
know me well have probably never once heard much
“politics” come out of me (it’s not my style), but I
wholeheartedly agree with a statement by The Daily Signal
that “an America first policy is the one that supports the
job-creating investment of a dynamic economy. Taxing
newsprint is a backward-looking, America-last, investmentlast, and jobs-last policy.”
Outside of labor costs, the most significant expense to
newspapers is newsprint. Increases in groundwood papers
as a result of tariffs on imported paper will result in
additional expense to printers and force cutbacks in
other areas of our operations.
Next Steps
So it’s time to get to the core of the issue —
what can we do about it?
Sit down with your newsprint budget and make your best
assessment of how much your budget is going to swell from
these tariffs. In the aforementioned article by Tash, he
estimated that the Tampa Bay Times could be facing more
than a 30 percent increase, adding more than 3 million
dollars in annual newsprint expenses. That is a staggering
number and one that will not be able to be absorbed into
normal operating expenses.
Let’s go after the less painful cuts first and slowly
you’ll see a progression towards less desirable solutions.
I want to be clear that I understand that most — if not all —
of these may have already taken place in your newspaper.
My suggestions are to simply review these ideas and
implement them as they fit into your organization.
• Increasing subscription costs to readers.
Considering some of our loyal readers often make a choice
between renewing their subscription and grocery shopping,
there isn’t going to be a lot of benefit to our industry raising
prices, but it’s going to happen. Additional operational costs
as a result of paper tariffs is going to do nothing but hasten
additional subscription increases and drive readers to other
media choices.
• Increasing rates to advertisers. When we
announce this, we’ll probably each get a personalized thank
you note from Craigslist for continuing to drive customers to
their site. In all seriousness, what other alternatives might
we end up having? Someone in Washington should have
given this a little more thought before imposing tariffs.
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• Increasing charges to commercial print
customers. Many of our print contracts are based on
newsprint price and are adjusted according to price per
ton. Depending on whichever side of this increase you’re
on, it doesn’t matter because everyone loses. If you’re the
commercial account and your price goes up, you lose. If
you’re the printer and you raise prices, chances are your
client will reduce their page count or draw to offset the
price increase and you’ll lose revenue. Lose/lose, like most
of the damage caused by these tariffs.
• Waste reduction on press. We all pride ourselves
on putting out a product we can be proud of, however as
your press crew battles to get to first, good newsprint is
falling into the waste stream. Take a look at your start-up
procedures and what, if anything, you can do to reduce
waste. Be careful not to compromise advertiser or editorial
quality but still, turn over every rock. Meet with the
newsroom if they have issues with remakes, meet with your
press crew to hear their ideas on what can be done
differently. I’m simply saying make the effort.
• Reduction of returns. Any good circulation
director will tell you that if you don’t make papers
available in the field you can’t sell them and single copy
revenue will suffer as a consequence. If your percentage of
returns is excessively high, do what you can to control it.
Are you sending 20 copies to a small convenience store on
the fringe of your market and bringing back 15? Check on
sales, and make sure that if you have racks in areas of high
pilferage that it still makes sense to keep racks there.
Review and monitor your field sales and adjust your draws
accordingly.
• Review NIE copies. This will depend on policy
and any other non-paid copies that can be reduced. Years
ago, many newspapers provided complementary copies to
public service and other local groups as a gesture of
community support.
• Convert print subscribers to digital. This is
obvious, yet it pains me to say it. I love print, but as our
digital world continues to thrive, running specials to move
readers and advertisers to digital just makes sense (and
saves newsprint).
• Elimination or reduction of TMC products.
Every suggestion here has a downside. The downside here
is missed opportunities to reach non-subscribers, less
opportunities for advertisers to reach these readers, and
driving more advertisers to digital or mass mailings
through other vendors.
• Special sections. Evaluate special sections
reviewing each P & L and watch for switching advertising
dollars between sections and core publications. Focus
more on ROP to sustain the news hole and healthy
advertising/editorial percentages.

• Consolidate sections. If you have a weekly
section that you run as an advance, take a look at the
P & L for this run. Often “leaning up” and incorporating
advance sections into the main can reduce newsprint
waste and have little or no impact on advertising
revenues.
• Reduction of pages in special products.
Many of us print TV tabs, puzzle books, comics and other
features and insert them into our core products. Monitor
draws for these products to eliminate newsprint waste
while also reducing the number of pages published in
these special products. Will it hurt the reader? Yes. Will
it take away from the value in our products? Yes. Is it yet
another step backward for the industry? Yes. But will we
save newsprint and expense? Definitely.
• Hopefully reader reaction will be limited.
Reducing your puzzle book from 24 to 20 pages might not
cause a riot in the streets, but it is another takeaway we’re
being forced into by the tariffs. If you question reader
reaction by taking away a comic or two, try putting in a
wrong comic strip by accident one day, and you’ll quickly
realize how many people are loyal readers of comic pages.
Readers will notice and feel they’re being given less.
It’s another lose/lose situation.
• Web reductions. Before you write me to call me
“Captain Obvious” (that actually happened already), yes,
I do realize that most of us already have done this, and
done it again and again, but guess what? Not all of us
have. In the last year, I’ve converted a dozen commercial
clients from a wider web and saved them money in the
process. If your paper is not running on the leanest web
possible, take a look at why and cost savings related to
this change.
• Reduction of pages in core publications.
Evaluate your advertising/news percentage in your daily.
Everyone has their own opinion, mine is if it’s not close to
50/50 you either need to reduce your page counts or
increase your advertising inches. Make a sincere effort to
cut a couple pages out of the daily each day. It really adds
up over time. To repeat myself: Is it going to hurt readers,
value, quality, etc. — sure thing! But it adds up in
newsprint savings very quickly and beats the next few
suggestions I’m going to have.
• Elimination of publication days. Many
newspapers have already jumped on this bandwagon.
Monday and Friday editions are most commonly the
target, hoping to move preprint revenue to other days of
the week and of course saving newsprint by the truckload.
The obvious downside here is huge.
• Risking additional losses in ad revenue to
an already challenged industry
• Serious loss of circulation revenue
• Less news coverage and connections
to our communities
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• Driving subscribers away from print
• Reducing employees from full-time to part-time
with some losing benefits that provide for their families
• Hastening the demise of print
• Job losses/workforce reductions.
More than 600,000 jobs in the U.S. in one way or
another rely on groundwood paper — jobs at our
newspapers, newsprint mills throughout the country,
book publishers and others. The affect on our industry
will most likely be devastating. For most newspapers,
the next largest expense behind human resources is
paper. Increasing this cost by double digit percentages
will result in necessary reductions in a workforce
already suffering from severe workforce anemia. There
isn’t much more you can say here besides the ending
result is going to hurt.
Before I wrap things up, I’d like to touch on price
increases and supply shortages from U.S. newsprint
suppliers. At least one of these suppliers — Resolute
— has joined STOPP to fight the tariffs, and I applaud
them for the effort.
When the tariffs were announced, almost
instantaneously U.S. suppliers passed along an
increase of their own. I spoke with a Resolute
representative and asked why a U.S. supplier, located
in the U.S., to whom we don’t pay an import fee to
would increase their pricing. It truly seemed to me like
kicking publishers while they were down. I don’t know
if the answer justifies things, but it did make some
sense to me.
U.S. mills are currently operating at 97 percent of
capacity. Resolute alone has taken 70 machines off-line
since 2007 in response to industry cutbacks. It isn’t
easy, quick or inexpensive to get these mills back up
and running, so for at least the immediate future, we’re
going to have to deal with shortages and higher prices
from U.S. suppliers due to the fact they’re working
overtime and putting additional capital into their
operations to keep up with supply and demand.
Regardless of NORPAC’s stand, it is apparent to me
that this is not a trade matter, but more so a result of
the steady decline in print products resulting in the
progressive decline in demand for newsprint across
the U.S.
So far, more than 1,100 newspapers had already
written letters critical of the tariffs and warning that
imposing retaliatory import duties would have a
“very severe impact on our industry.” Evidently,
these pleas fell on deaf ears in Washington.
— Jerry Simpkins is vice president of the
West Texas Printing Center, LLC in Lubbock, Texas.
Contact him on Linkedin.com or at simpkins@tds.net .
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By JUDY PATRICK — Executive vice president for editorial development

Four northern New York newspapers
build news sharing partnership

A

hat began in 2014 as a
collaboration to better cover an
upstate congressional campaign
has morphed into large-scale news
sharing among four northern New York
newspapers.
The 21st Congressional District
covers the upper third of New York
state, stretching from Watertown east
through the Adirondack mountains to
the Vermont border and from the
Canadian border south to Gloversville.
At 15,000-square miles, it’s the largest
congressional district in New York state.
Big congressional districts have
always been a challenge to cover, but as
the number of journalists in newsrooms
has fallen, newspapers are finding it
harder to cover districts as well as they
had in the past.
That’s why editors from four key
newspapers in the region – the
Watertown Daily Times, the Post-Star in
Glens Falls, the Press-Republican in
Plattsburgh and the Adirondack Daily
Enterprise in Lake Placid - decided to
band together and cover the high-profile
2014 congressional campaign as a team.
Hard economic times have meant
that collaboration is increasingly
gaining acceptance in the newspaper
industry, which for generations has
measured success in scoops. Earlier this
year, six news organizations on Long
Island launched the East End News
Project to cover the opiod epidemic in
their part of the world. While the papers
are close enough to be competitors,
Kathryn Menu of the Sag Harbor
Express told Kristen Hare of Poynter
that working together enabled them to
confront the epidemic as a community.

In the North Country, the four
papers don’t directly compete with each
other for local readers, which made the
collaboration make even more sense.
Perry White, managing editor of the
Watertown Daily Times, says the
collaboration has provided his readers
with essential, high-quality coverage of
campaign events and political spending.
Best of all, he said, the coordination has
given other reporters time to develop indepth stories on campaign issues.

Good communication helps make the
collaboration work. The editors are in
frequent email contact, sending each
other their daily news budgets. The
coordination avoids duplication and
keeps the availability of this bonus
content top-of-mind.
Editors are free to edit stories they
take from their partners, especially to
add local voices or trim to fit a print news
hole. But White says the copy in general
is clean, with little need for copy editing.

With the 2014 election of
Republican newcomer Elise Stefanik,
what began as campaign coverage
expanded quickly expanded into yearround coverage of the district’s issues
and politics. “With Stefanik, there’s
more than enough to keep us busy,”
White said.

There’s enthusiasm in Peter Crowley’s
voice when he talks about the
collaboration. Crowley, the managing
editor of the Adirondack Daily Enterprise,
finds the daily interaction with other
editors inspiring. “I’m having great
conversations about stories, about teaming
up, about double bylines,” he said.

Now, four years after the
collaboration began, the papers are
making all of their content available to
each other. Under mutual agreement,
each of the newspapers is free to
republish at no cost– both in print and
online – any content

There’s also heightened enthusiasm
among his staff for producing great
content. “The idea is that you’re covering
a story for a much broader swath of
readership. You want to up your game,”
he said.

“It’s broadened our report,” White
said. The sharing has, for example, led
to an increased regional awareness of
the importance of the Fort Drum
military base.
“The great part about the
partnership is that no one worries that
any one person is getting more than the
other,” said Ken Tingley, managing
editor of The Post-Star and a longtime
proponent of sharing content. “The
competitiveness of getting a story first is
not something we worry about. We just
want to help each other and that helps
our readers to get more news.”

Feedback from readers has been
positive, Crowley said. “They think it’s
nice to have more regional news,
especially from northern New York in
general,” he said.
The new content allows him to
supplant his local coverage with regional
content. “I use it much like I do AP,” he
said, referring to the Associated Press
news wire.
The papers are now exploring
collaborative ways of better covering
state government, from Education
Department and Court of Appeals rulings
to dissecting the governor’s annual State
of the State speech and budget proposal.
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By KRISTEN HARE

Six small papers joined up to cover
the opioid crisis in Long Island
Friendly competition

Not just opioids

“This is a very unusual place,” said Joseph Shaw,
executive editor of the Press News Group. “We have a
collection of some of the best community journalism in
the country all on the east end.”

Collaboration might feel counterintuitive, Schneider
said, for an industry that rewards competition.

He and Kathryn Menu, editor and co-publisher of
the Sag Harbor Express, have been talking for awhile
now about how they could work together.

“I think we’re in an environment, though, where
there’s a recognition that to do journalism that’s
ambitious and special, we may have to be more
collaborative and work together with our competitors.”
He’s eager to see if the results will be worth the
work, not just for the newsrooms involved, but for the
communities they’re covering. Is the sum bigger, and
more valuable, than the parts?

S

Wick, previously at Newsday, reached out to Shaw
and brought along another former colleague, Howard
Schneider, the founding dean of Stony Brook’s J-school.

Last week, their coverage of that vigil and how the
opioid epidemic has hit eastern Long Island launched
the East End News Project.

With the East End News Project, the goal is not just
to tell bigger and more personal stories, but to confront
the opioid epidemic as a community, Menu said.

Newsrooms around the country are already working
together to tackle big projects, both local-to-national and
https://www.poynter.org/news/block-block-new-jerseynews-organizations-are-hosting-potlucks-and-tellingvoters-stories . But is there a model, Schneider
wondered, for including more journalism schools?

It includes the Times Review Media Groups’
weekly Suffolk Times and Riverhead News-Review and
the Shelter Island Reporter; the Press News Group’s
weeklies, The East Hampton Press and the eastern and
western editions of The Southampton Press; the weekly
The Sag Harbor Express and journalism students at
Stony Brook University.

They want to offer resources, help humanize and
destigmatize people dealing with addiction and examine
the medical industry’s role and response to the crisis.

The East End News Project plans to continue for the
rest of the year with a focus on opioids. But it’s just the
beginning of the partnership, Menu said.

ix news organizations showed up to cover a
candlelight vigil in Hampton Bays, New York,
earlier this month. They came from three different
media companies and included newspapers and
weeklies. And, for the first time, they were there to work
together.

The night of the vigil, about a dozen journalists
spread out and captured individual stories of the people
lost and the people left behind from opioid crisis.
On their own, these publications couldn’t cover the
whole story, said Times Review Executive Editor
Steve Wick. (The Express has a newsroom of three.
The South and East Hampton weeklies
have about 16 journalists,
with eight reporters,
and the Times
Review publications
have 15 in editorial,
about six are
reporters.)
“So we decided for
the first time to pool
together,” Wick said.

They all wanted to overcome the gap between what
they’re able to do with limited time and resources and
what they’d like to do.

“We really want this to be about people,” she said.
And a three-year, $150,000 grant to Stony Brook
offers the chance for students to work alongside pros,
Schneider said, but it also offers the pros something, too.
“More boots on the ground,” he said. “But I think
the students will add an influx of talent, enthusiasm and
ambition and also multimedia capabilities that some of
our other partners might not have.”

Their newsrooms haven’t been hit by the same cuts
that have shrunk so many other staffs. But working
together is a model that could work for other places in a
way that benefits the journalism and the business by
offering a better product.
Each newsroom plans to cover what the crisis looks
like in their communities, and they’ll work together and
share each other’s work for the rest of the year.
“We are competitors, but we’re all in this
together,” Shaw said. “The future for us as an
industry is about doing good work, and if
we can pull together to do better
work together than we do
individually, I think
that’s crucial.”
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By PATRICK FARRELL

Last of the Newsies?

Mr. Singh in more bustling times (note the
number of papers available for sale).

relentless chill has been especially
punishing.
Ram Badan Singh has sold newspapers on the corner of Central Park West
and 86th Street for over three decades.
Credit: Joseph Michael Lopez for The New York Times

ong before dawn on a wind-whipped
April night, the only thing stirring at the
corner of Central Park West and 86th
Street was a slight figure in boyishly oversize
attire — ink-stained parka, baggy pants,
owlish eyeglasses — that nearly hid him as
he fussed with a stack of newspapers.
He certainly seemed invisible to the
gathering parade of passers-by, ears plugged
with speakers or eyes fixed on tiny screens:
the runners around 5:30 a.m., the dog
walkers at 6.
Then, slowly, his people arrived, ambling
up the sidewalk or pulling cars to the curb to
press dollar bills into his palm, take the
morning paper and check on the whiskered
face that poked out of the parka. “How’s it
going, Singh?” they asked. “What’s in the
news today, Singh?”

L

Newsprint is endangered. Retail has fled
to the internet. Cash is becoming quaint.

Yet Ram Badan Singh, who left a
job as a civil engineer in India to come
to New York at age 42, is still scraping
together a living out of all three, in the same
spot where he began 36 years ago next week.
Except for three brief trips back to India
in the 1980s and ’90s, he has sold
newspapers outside the 86th Street subway
station every night and morning, in blizzards
and rainstorms and heat waves, with no
newsstand for protection and not a single day
off. There is every reason to expect he will
turn 81, in July, at his chosen perch on the
side doorstep of a grand prewar apartment
building that calls itself, without apparent
irony, the White House.
He has an uneasy relationship with this
White House, which has alternately
welcomed and shunned him; the current
administration has restricted entry to a foyer
where Mr. Singh would shelter on the coldest
and wettest nights. The past months’

But there are two good reasons Mr. Singh
has prevailed so long at this Upper West Side
corner: his iron devotion to the job, and his
customers’ devotion to him.
One by one over the years, they have
each made the silent decision to continue
buying from him, paying full newsstand
prices and often walking blocks out of their
way, past other vendors, rather than reading
the news online or getting home delivery.
They fetch his takeout meals and draw
him into conversation. They buy him warm
coats and scarves and sneakers. Some trade
emails about his health, which has been
remarkably robust despite an occasional
scare. (“He didn’t get to the corner until 5:30
instead of his usual 3,” a neighbor messaged
to another on a morning in 2014. “He said he
has to down cough syrup twice in the night
now, and this time it knocked him out.”)
Mr. Singh was born in Bihar State, in
northeastern India, the third of six children.
His father died when he was 8, and while top
grades won him scholarships, he had to work
constantly, he said, to pay for books and
other expenses.
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He earned a master’s degree in
engineering, then landed a job with the state.
But he grew disillusioned, he said, with the
bribery and official corruption he saw around
him. “I was the only honest guy,” he said.

juxtapositions of the wealthy and the notso — like Mr. Singh, who makes about
$25 on a weekday ($40 on a Sunday),
working in the shadows of some of the
most expensive real estate on the planet.

Mr. Singh arrived at Kennedy
International Airport in 1980 with $300 and
the address of a friend’s friend, who helped
him get settled. “I was thinking, the most
honest people must be in America,” he said.
He found out quickly that his Indian
engineering degree had little currency in
this country. He worked retail jobs before
approaching The Times, where a manager
suggested he sell at 262 Central Park West,
the White House. Mr. Singh started on
April 23, 1982.
Mr. Singh’s endurance embodies one of
New Yorkers’ favorite truisms: that their big,
reputedly heartless city is really a collection
of small, caring villages. It also attests to a
less comforting truth: the city’s blunt

For some Upper West Siders, he is a
reminder of a less Darwinian city.
“It’s like he’s part of the old-time New
York where you have other people you look
out for,” said Maxine Davis, a Feldenkrais
practitioner who has lived in the area
since 1979. “Young people come here and
make a fortune and stay for two or three
years and then move out. Who makes up
the long-term neighborhood? I have a
strong sense that you need that.”
Mr. Singh is also among the last of a
vanishing breed: the sidewalk newspaper
hawker. While his Times sales have
dwindled to about 80 a day from nearly
800, he outperforms many brick-andmortar newsstands. Mark Weitzel, who
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heads print distribution for The Times, said
there are about 130 individuals selling papers
on New York streets, but most work for larger
vendors and handle fewer copies than
Mr. Singh, who buys his papers directly
from The Times and other companies.
“Singh is definitely unique,” Mr. Weitzel
said, “as he is a one-man operation with an
apparent loyal group of regular customers.”
Unlike most street vendors, sellers of
newspapers and other published material are
protected by the First Amendment and need
no license. Mr. Singh has no protection,
however, from the changes that keep intruding
on his corner — two powerful foes in
particular: the internet
and home delivery.
One regular, Donald Christensen, recalled
that “for a while, Singh would carefully
remove the advertising stickers promoting
home delivery of The Times before handing
the paper to a customer.”
With only rent, meals and the bus as
expenses, he has saved enough to send money
to relatives in India. He has no computer or
cellphone, but calls his nephew Poona every
few weeks from a nearby deli. “Every time
they are asking me, ‘Come back,’” he said.
“I don’t know.”
Mr. Singh appears to relish his autonomy.
Neighbors ask one another if he has the means
to retire in New York; a few have spoken about
leaving him something in their wills — the
assumption being that he will outlast them all.
For now, Mr. Singh’s plan is simply to keep
working.
— Reprinted from The New York Times
Jack Begg contributed reporting.
A version of this article appears in print on April 22, 2018, on
Page MB1 of the New York edition with the headline: Extra! Extra!
He’s Still Selling. Order Reprints | Today’s Papers | Subscribe

While his sales of the Times have dwindled to about 80 a day from nearly 800,
Mr. Singh outperforms many brick-and-mortar newsstands.
Credit: Joseph Michael Lopez for The New York Times
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By PETER WAGNER

Don’t sell your paper short

W

hat could you get for your newspaper or
shopper if you decided to sell it in
today’s market?
Publishers could expect to retire
comfortably on the proceeds from selling their
family publishing company 10 years or more ago.
But that’s all changed. I learned recently of
a midwestern small-town weekly changing hands
for just $450. Many small hometown newspapers
are reportedly being bought for the equivalent of
two year’s subscription revenue.
What caused such a drastic drop in value
of web press publications? More importantly,
can the trend be reversed?
My prediction is the printed paper will
survive and continue to play an important part in
the life of the community it serves for many years.
But I’m not sure how the hard copies will be put
in the hands of the reader, the future size of the
newsprint page, the depth of local coverage or
who will be around to buy advertising.
I make my projection on a strong belief that
the newsprint publications in a small to medium
market will continue to be the strongest leaders
in building community and creating consensus.
Without a majority of the population’s
commitment to be a community — and a solid
general consensus regarding what is right —
a town can quickly disappear.
Newspapers are the cheerleaders, factcheckers, economic developers and first writers of
history in the towns and smaller cities they serve.
But who’s responsible for the state of the sad
shape of the American newspaper and shopper
industry today? Fingers can be pointed in many
directions: the cutbacks and changes in chain
management, the reduced influence of many
press associations, the mystical perception of
digital messaging and the lack of commitment
from too many family owned publishing
companies. As our mothers once warned us,
when we point a finger at someone else we
also always point one back at ourselves.
THE NEWSPAPER CHAINS
Many chains, looking for faster and greater
returns on their investments, are cutting acquired

news and ad staffs by 50 percent or more.
I was recently told of one expanding group that
expects to eliminate all debt from the purchase
of any paper in two years or less.
Still, a wise man once told me “You can’t
save yourself into success!”
Other even better known national chains
are eliminating on-site managers — even
already stretched regional publishers — and
replacing them with oversight from an office
one or two states away.
It’s always been my belief the heart of any
publication is local leadership with a passion for
both the publication and the market.
National television networks, consolidated
radio groups and talking heads exploding on the
internet hear about these big market print media
changes and report that all publications are
failing and ineffective. Even still viable papers
thriving in the small communities are judged
by the changing national trends.
PRESS ASSOCIATIONS
State and national press associations are
also being curtailed by the problem. Many
associations, squeezed by the loss of dues
payments and annual donations from chainowned metro papers more dependent on their
own resources, are looking for ways to cut costs
and find new revenue sources. That usually
leads to more association webinars on “how to
profit from digital media”. New is good, but the
association’s smaller papers still get the majority
of their revenue from their printed publications.
If the present and future belong to the
electronic digital publication, why is everyone
so concerned with the current newsprint tariff
and the sudden shortage of newsprint? We don’t
need newsprint if we’re all going prosper in a
digital world.
If I read the Minneapolis Star Tribune’s
recently published income charts clearly, print
advertising revenue and printed publication
circulation revenues still make up more than
60 percent of the company’s income.

LOCAL PAPERS
But much of the blame has to be shouldered by
the nation’s remaining locally owned printed papers.
Too many local leadership teams have listened to the
cries of Chicken Little that, “The sky is falling.”
Rather than expanding their coverage in areas
younger readers are interested in — food, local
entertainment, grade school and adult sports, local
music, theatre and the arts and affordable travel to
name a few — they’ve cut back on staff and resorted
to printing less pages or fewer days a week.
Rather than producing additional worthwhile
local material, they’ve become dependent on news
releases and in some cases setting stories in larger
type to fill more space.
Rather than increasing their photo count and
improving their page and ad design, they continue to
do things the same old way. The world is changing
quickly, and printed papers have to change, too, to
survive and prosper.
With competition from countless cable
channels, dozens of places to eat and drink the night
away and entertainment that beckons 24/7, how can a
news and entertainment media survive by doing less?
What is your newspaper worth? A lot more than
you might think if you give it some attention. But you
need to tell your important story of how you serve and
grow the community to your readers and advertiser
regularly. Most important of all, it’s time to stop
asking if the client has an ad and start selling
promotions and packages.
The true value of any newspaper is determined
by the current financial success and overall
condition of the publishing plant. If you apply your
efforts to succeed in your day-to-day business right
now, you’ll greatly benefit when you choose to sell
the paper in the future.
Peter W. Wagner is founder and publisher of the award winning
N’West Iowa REVIEW and 13 additional publications. You can
receive his free monthly GET REAL newsletter, written exclusively
for State Press Associations, by contacting your association
manager. To get his free PAPER POWER email newsletter for
publishers, editors and sales managers email him at
pww@iowainformation.com . The two monthly email newsletters
contain information completely different than the monthly
Publisher’s Auxiliary column and are available without
charge or obligation. Wagner can be contacted by emailing
pww@iowainformation.com or calling his cell at 712-348-3550.
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By BILL DONAHUE

New York ‘Copyright Troll’ attorney
ordered to take ethics class

A

Manhattan federal judge decided
Wednesday to reduce a $10,000 sanction
against a “copyright troll” attorney to
$2,000, but only after ordering him to complete
training in “ethics and professionalism.”
Though U.S. District Judge Denise Cote
said Richard Liebowitz had not expressed
“any regret” for the misconduct that led to
the sanctions, she said the educational
requirement would more “directly address the
deficiencies in performance” and better “deter
their repetition.”
“Mr. Liebowitz will be required to complete
by July 31, 2018 continuing legal education
coursework giving him 4 additional CLE credit
hours in ethics and professional-ism beyond those
required by the New York State bar authorities,”
Cote wrote.
The order came two weeks after Cote’s latest
clash with Liebowitz — an attorney who has filed
more than 500 photo infringement cases in the
Southern District over the past two years. Last
month, in a separate case,
Cote called him a “known copyright troll.”
On Feb. 28, Cote ordered Liebowitz to pay
$10,000 in sanctions for failing to notify the
“mom and pop” office cleaning service he was
suing of an important pretrial conference. She
also said he made misrepresentations in filings
and “needlessly imposed costs on the defendant.”
“The defendant had expressed a desire to
avoid litigation through settlement before
Mr. Liebowitz even filed this lawsuit,” the judge
wrote. “Now, Mr. Liebowitz has abandoned
litigation and, presumably, resolved this case
privately with the defendant. The defendant has
likely expended significant financial — and
emotional — resources defending this lawsuit.”

Earlier this week, Liebowitz asked
Cote to reconsider the order, raising several
procedural arguments about the way she
had imposed the sanctions.
In her reduction order Wednesday, the
judge seemed to partially agree with those
arguments, but did not ease off her
fundamental finding that punishment
was necessary.
“Mr. Liebowitz does not dispute that in at
least three separate cases in this district he
failed to serve the notices of initial conference,
thereby failing to comply with three separate
court orders,” the judge wrote. “Nor does he
express any regret or acknowledgement that he
has failed to adhere to the standards expected
of officers of this court.”
The sanctions are the latest critique
from the bench for Liebowitz.

In October, another Manhattan federal judge
ordered him to pay $120,000 in attorneys’ fees
for filing a case that “no reasonable lawyer with
any familiarity with the law of copyright” should
have filed.
And earlier this month, in yet another case
before Judge Cote, she ordered him to pay a
$10,000 bond before proceeding, saying he had
made key omissions and had thus far litigated
the case “irresponsibly.”
Late Thursday, Liebowitz told Law360 that
Judge Cote did not go far enough in reconsidering
her original order.
“We’re glad the district court had another
opportunity to opine on the mistake of law in
imposing Rule 11 sanctions,” he wrote in an
emailed statement. “However, we still disagree
with the revised decision and are considering
our options.”
— Editing by Bruce Goldman
Reprinted from Law 360 (LexisNexis® Company)
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By LINCOLN MILLSTEIN

Paper cuts: a digital terrorist inside
the turbulent world of newspapers
Lincoln Millstein,
the self-described
digital terrorist
referenced in the
headline above, is
senior vice president
and special advisor to
the CEO of the Hearst
Corporation. Formerly he spearheaded
the development of the highly-acclaimed
Boston.com and then reinvented
NYTimes.com, as COO of the
New York Times.
Lincoln was a luncheon speaker at
NYPA’s spring convention in Albany.
His presentation is summarized below:
amiliar with the phrase, “we have
met the enemy and he is us”? It’s
no secret that many industries have
been disrupted by digital
innovation, but no other industry
disparages its own core the way the
newspaper industry does. We’d do
ourselves a huge favor if we’d stop
talking loudly and often about the
impending death of print newspapers,
declining print revenue, newsroom
layoffs, and fake news.

F

The internet didn’t cause our
problems and the internet won’t solve
our problems. The internet didn’t load
us up with debt, and “digital first” is a
fatuous promise.
As digital experimentation and
“innovation” continue to suck revenues
from the profitable print product, display
revenues and circulation continue to
decline at publicly traded companies
across the country. They should be less
worried about how to keep their stock

prices growing and more concerned
about sustaining their publishing
legacies to serve their communities.
Under the heading off, “its not rocket
science,” its all about paid print
subscribers – its NOT about paid
websites. The eyeballs of print
subscribers are worth more.
Its time to reboot the paid print
product. Readers want and deserve
more. Kill marginal products. Remind
journalists to be enterprising – sitting in
their cubicles emailing and texting is not
enterprising. Journalists should do
journalism and nothing else. They
should find stuff out about their
communities that readers can’t find on
their own. Everything else –food, travel,
fashion, money, puzzles, opinions,
gardening, etc., can be done using wire
services and social media. Real local
journalism cannot.
Be competitive. The fang companies
(Google, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) are
NOT your friends. Unplug from
Facebook and Twitter. Use digital media
– don’t let it use you. Apply your unique
assets against your rivals –identify and
understand your differentiation and
exploit it to your advantage.
Your greatest assets: your
journalism, your reputation (trust), your
insider knowledge of the local
community.

About a dozen years ago the death
knell began ringing for printed books.
Amazon and Kindle tried to kill them.
E-books raced up the charts. But the
book industry exploited digital
technology –making publishing much
more accessible to author wannabes.
Today, books are beautiful products that
cover a much broader range of interests
than they did 20 years ago and print
book sales are on the rise – vastly
eclipsing e-book sales by increasing
margins in each of the last three years.
Newspapers took an opposite tack.
They cut the paper quality. They cut their
journalism. Their customer service was
abysmal. They made the product less
good and raised the price.
Book publishers intelligently
understand what readers value.
Newspapers must do the same.
Newspapers MUST:
• Exploit the quality of their
relationship with readers
• Know the probability of canceling
for each subscriber
• Know which subscribers will not be
influenced by retention treatments
• Give readers more of what
they value
• Make their products sticky
and addictive

Retain customers — relentlessly
manage churn.

• Research and mine their
audience data

Share, share, share, then share some
more. Collaborate, partner, and take
advantage of other people’s resources.

• Second to talent, audience data
will be the most valuable company
asset in coming years
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By DARYL CAGLE — Owner, Cagle Cartoons

The importance of editorial cartoons
in community newspapers

E

ditors have a love-hate relationship with
editorial cartoons, so I’d like to be the one
to spread the love.

Total disclosure here: I run a small syndicate
(CagleCartoons.com) that sells only to editorial page
editors. I sell a package of about 14 columnists and
70 top political cartoonists from around the world.
Why do the cartoonists keep drawing as their jobs
have faded away? Because they love it. They have the
best job in the world; they draw whatever they want each
day and force their opinion onto others. They’re a loud
part of the pubic debate. Their work makes people
laugh, cry, think and riot in the streets around the world.
Their work is a joy.
I’ve seen many cartoonists lose their jobs, but few
of them actually stop drawing editorial cartoons. The
profession is filled with passionate, talented people who
have little business sense, and are now freelancers,
working from home. In other words, they’re like most
journalists these days.
With a little editorial strategy, cartoons are a cheap,
easy and unique way to drive reader engagement.

A bridge to younger readers
Editorial cartoons are part of state-mandated, AP
Social Studies testing in every state. Teachers teach to
the tests. Our biggest new customers are educational
testing services and textbooks. The most common email
I get is: “Dear Mr. Cagle, Please explain your cartoon to
me; my paper is due tomorrow.” Students don’t
understand the cartoons because they know nothing
about the news, and once the news is explained to them,
the meaning of the cartoon becomes clear.
Newspaper cartoons are an important resource
for schools — local papers should post an updated
collection of cartoons on their websites. Displaying
topical cartoons from keyworded RSS feeds requires
little upkeep. Editors should encourage teachers to do
lessons and scavenger hunts on local newspaper sites.
Nothing drives traffic like a class’ of 30 children looking
at lots of cartoons. Teachers and students love it.

This is Daryl Cagle’s best-selling cartoon; it keeps on selling

Pair cartoons with themes
Most editors only look at the new cartoons that the
five big syndicates email to them; instead, editors can
search for the right editorial cartoons by searching
online sites.
I’ve heard that editors like to complain that editorial
cartoons are too much alike, that too many cartoons are
about President Trump and that there are too many
liberal cartoonists. These are editors who only look at
what’s sent to them instead of actively searching for what
they need. Editors should try pairing a column about the
environment with a cartoon about the environment. They
should try running a cartoon about education with a
column about education. Editors are annoyed every year
on Martin Luther King Day, complaining that they don’t
have an MLK cartoon. That’s nonsense. These editors
aren’t searching for what they need.

Clean House, Improve Content
and Save Money
Years ago, newspapers would subscribe to the
individual cartoonists that they liked. Now the
syndicates sell packages of cartoons as prices have
fallen. Many newspapers still keep the individual
cartoonist subscriptions that they had 20 or 30 years ago.

Each year, the five major syndicates push the prices
of these old subscriptions up by about 3 percent, making
the individual subscriptions expensive over time,
compared to the newer, cheaper packages. Editors who
pay little attention to their cartoon subscriptions are the
most profitable clients for the five, big syndicates.
Syndicates also charge “delivery” fees, a legacy
from the days when the cartoons were mailed to
newspapers and delivery actually cost something. Most
editors are unaware that they are paying delivery fees,
and cartoonists hate these fees because the syndicates
don’t credit delivery fees to the artists’ royalties.
Editors should think about dropping their
individual subscriptions; they should refuse to pay
delivery fees from syndicates; they should refuse long
syndicate contracts. Editors should be able to quit their
contracts anytime they want. This is a buyer’s market.
Should shop around; see what’s out there.
Cut costs. Improve content. Engage readers. Appeal
to students. Dump the bad contracts. Love your cartoons.
— Daryl Cagle owns Cagle Cartoons. Read about Daryl’s
syndicate at CagleWorld.com. See his syndicate download site
for newspapers at CagleCartoons.com. Read his personal blog
at DarylCagle.com. He can be reached at daryl@cagle.com
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By ELIZABETH HANSEN and EMILY GOLIGOSKI

New study: How to build revenue
by connecting with your audience

S

ocial media has fundamentally
changed how publishers reach their readers
— and publishers’ business models have
had to adapt dramatically to that change. With
Facebook and Google now controlling the bulk of
digital advertising revenue, and Facebook
deprioritizing news articles on the News Feed,
publishers are once again rethinking how to make
publishing a sustainable business.
From The New York Times to Honolulu Civil
Beat, we see sites large and small pursuing
multiple revenue sources. We set out to document
this complicated calculus, and, in the process,
found reason for hope.
Over the last three years, we’ve interviewed
staff from dozens of news organizations that are
pursuing direct revenue from audiences in the
form of subscriptions, donations, and/or
memberships, including ProPublica, The Texas
Tribune, De Correspondent, Stratechery, and
Slate. These arrangements support a more
collaborative vision for the relationship between
journalists and the audiences they serve than
news organizations have historically engaged in.
Many outlets are taking the massive economic
and technical changes rocking the news business
as a prompt to act differently, and they’re finding
that audience engagement and audience revenue
are two sides of the same coin.
Today, in collaboration with the Tow Center
for Digital Journalism, the Membership Puzzle
Project, and the Institute for Nonprofit News,
we’re publishing the full findings from our
research in a “Guide to Audence Revenue and
Engagement.” This report is aimed at
publications inthe early stages of exploring how to
use audience engagement to drive both revenue
and loyalty.
Could your site be a candidate for this kind of
implementation? Here’s what you need to know.

1. Understand the different forms
of direct audience revenue:
subscription, membership,
and donation.
There are, generally, three models of audience
revenue generation:
• A donation model encourages audiences to
give their time or money to an institution in
support of a common cause or common
values. Donation conveys a charitable
relationship.
• A subscription model requires audiences to
pay money to get access to a product or
service. Subscription conveys a transactional
relationship.
• A membership model invites audiences to
give their time, money, connections,
professional expertise, distribution to their
networks, and/or ideas to support a cause
they believe in. Membership represents twoway knowledge exchange between journalists
and members. You might think of
membership as a more committed
relationship that is robust and active.
2. Direct audience revenue can be
a cornerstone revenue stream,
but it is unlikely to be your sole
business strategy.
Rarely did we find news organizations funded
by direct audience revenue alone (including
membership, subscription, and/or donation).
Digitally native publications including MinnPost,
VTDigger, and Berkeleyside are among those that
are relying on a mix of revenue approaches —
sometimes including advertising, corporate
underwriting, foundation funding, article
syndication, events, affiliate programs,
merchandise, and book sales — in addition to
direct revenue from audiences.

3. Are you niche? Subscription revenue
works best for highly differentiated
news products.
For publications with subject-area or regionspecific journalism and a strong audience base in
their coverage areas, a product-based subscription
offering can work. If readers, listeners, and/or viewers
see a site’s news and analysis as providing enough
unique value, subscription might be a viable revenue
strategy. A subscription strategy can work especially
well for publications with strong institutional
audiences in specific industries and when
subscribers’ employers can pay the cost of workrelevant media.
A subscription strategy can work especially well for
publications with strong institutional audiences in
specific industries.
There are a few notable examples of publications
that are growing subscription revenue with paid email
products on top of free-access membership
models. The politics and public policy site The Texas
Tribune publishes The Blast, a “premium daily
newsletter” that is used by elected officials, lobbyists,
consultants, and political junkies looking for insider
intel beyond what they can get on the site for free.
Politico publishes Politico Pro, a paid “policy news
service offering indispensable policy news in real
time” which includes two exclusive daily newsletters,
breaking news alerts, and special events.
4. Identify participation opportunities
for members that are also valuable
to the publication.
For publishers who are building membership
programs, finding participation activities that are
both of interest to members and valuable to the
publication is one of the major challenges in
creating a sustainable membership program.
De Correspondent’s members lend their expertise as
technical proofreaders on select stories while, with
some staff training, supporters of other sites serve
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as comment moderators and podcast editors. The
Scottish investigative site The Ferret offers
educational value to its supporters in the form of
workshops about reporting, investigating, and
video editing. We found that a good way to start
identifying potential projects is to ask current and
prospective members how they want to participate
and what they want to learn.
5. To build a robust audience
revenue strategy, the publication
needs a story, too.
In crafting an audience revenue strategy, it’s
imperative that a publication can tell compelling,
accurate stories about its mission, as well as
identify the value it provides in the world and the
reader community it wants to foster. These “who
we are” stories are strongest when they reflect
what audience members say they value and need
from the organization. That story, which includes
the publication’s mission and values, becomes
core to the brand.
As the Voice of San Diego was launching its
membership program, it conducted a series of
focus groups to understand the publication’s
positioning relative to other media organizations,
and to learn what readers found valuable about
the publication. Mary Walter-Brown,
former publisher of the site and now CEO of the
News Revenue Hub, said, “We asked a lot of
questions in the focus groups to intentionally help
us understand what people were so passionate
about with us. We asked them things like, ‘What
word comes to mind when it comes to VOSD?
What do you appreciate about our journalism?’’
VoSD used the resulting responses to craft a story
about the site’s origin and values, which became
the basis for its membership program and
benefits.
6. Think broad — and specific —
to start.
If you choose to build an audience revenue
program, think about your conversion strategy as
one of progressive stages in a funnel: research,
expose and attract, engage and deepen, convert,

and sustain. Research entails deeply
understanding your audience’s needs,
preferences, and daily habits. Attracting potential
supporters requires exposing your content to a
wide audience. Bring as many audience members
as you can into the top of your funnel by making
smart use of social media and in-person events.
Think about your conversion strategy as one
of progressive stages in a funnel: research,
expose and attract, engage and deepen, convert,
and sustain.
7. Try well-planned email newsletters.
They are one of the most powerful
engagement and revenue tools at
publishers’ disposal.
The most successful digital publishers engage
their audiences and deepen relationships with
them through the practice of their journalism,
face-to-face interactions, and the design of their
digital products. Email newsletters are one of the
best digital ways successful publishers are
building a loyal and engaged audience that they
can turn to for support. When it comes time to
convert those audience members into paying
supporters, successful publishers are making
good use of the data they must target their
appeals, aren’t afraid to ask for support often, and
thank their supporters in meaningful ways.
Ben Nishimoto, director of philanthropy at
Honolulu Civil Beat, shared with us that his site
finds newsletters to be a useful tool for member
acquisition, and an important and successful
standalone editorial product. Civil Beat has
emphasized that the newsletter has its own unique
voice and not just read like a feed of Civil Beat
articles. The hiring of an audience development
editor at Civil Beat, who brought a fun, more
human-sounding tone to the newsletters, has
helped lead to a self-reported 30 percent open
rate and 10 percent click-through rate. Both
percentages are high compared to other online
communications, which often net less than a
5 percent open rate for email newsletters.
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8. Know that membership in
news isn’t about “stuff.”
News membership isn’t about premiums, tote
bags, mugs, or local business discounts. We’ve
heard in member interviews that readers become
members or donors when they want to be part of the
larger cause that the news organization represents,
or when they think it represents something unique
in the world. To put it another way, no one ever
became a member of a journalism site offering news
that feels like a commodity. While some supporters
do appreciate physical benefits, especially when
joining for the first time, they most often tell us
they’d rather have their money go back into the
site’s journalism.
No one ever became a member of a journalism
site offering news that feels like a commodity.
9. Be aware that focusing on audience
revenue and audience engagement
often requires difficult culture change
in the newsroom.
Becoming an audience-driven — and especially
member-driven — newsroom requires an
organizational change for reporters and editors
that demands significant leadership. The two-way
engagement between publication and audience
required to sustain a successful membership
strategy can initially feel uncomfortable for those
who expect a clear boundary between newsroom
staff and audience members. But culture change
is possible.
While trying something new can feel vulnerable,
the current dependence on ad revenue is
shortsighted. The most successful strategy, no
matter your organization, is to have an attitude
of curiosity and experimentation about alternative
models for financial sustainability and audience
interactions.
— Elizabeth Hansen and Emily Goligoski are the authors of
this report. Elizabeth is a research fellow at the Tow Center for
Digital Journalism and the Shorenstein Center for Media,
Politics, and Public Policy. Emily is research director at The
Membership Puzzle Project and formerly led audience research
in The New York Times newsroom.
— Reprinted from Columbia Journalismn Review
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By ALESSANDRO DE ZANCHE

Rethinking digital display advertising

A

middlemen mirror their audiences
and sell them at a fraction of the
price, leading to misuse and bad
user experiences.

In many cases, however,
publishers’ digital advertising
revenues are declining in lockstep with
user attention toward display.

I believe the topic isn’t discussed as
often because other big issues, such as
bots, domain spoofing, viewability and
privacy breaches, are easier to detect.
There is often no easy fix for data
leakage because it is engrained
in the way programmatic display
advertising works.

s media brands try to figure out
their long-term monetization
strategies, which may include
paywalls, micro-payments or alliances,
many still heavily rely on display
advertising, mainly programmatic.

This highlights how unbalanced
the programmatic space has become.
Publishers — a critical element of the
programmatic ecosystem — are being
strangled by the way the ecosystem has
evolved and is managed.
In today’s programmatic space,
advertisers are fed up with a general
lack of transparency. Ad tech and
media agencies are the middlemen
without any relationship with users and
their data, yet many eat a big part of
the value generated by publishers
through high fees (transparent and
not), rebates charged along the chain
and data leakage, which severely
damages media brands and their
audiences. At the same time, users
are turning their backs on display
advertising and engaging less.
All of this begs the question:
Is including programmatic display
advertising as a core revenue
opportunity still a wise strategy
for media brands?

Data leakage: the silent bleeding
Going back to my last point, in the
past couple of years, I’ve heard less
and less talk about data leakage. I see
data leakage as the silent bleeding of
publishers’ first-party data, which
causes huge financial and reputational
damages to publishers when

There are no figures for the
magnitude of data leakage occurring
in programmatic, but considering the
level of fraud in other aspects of
programmatic, the impact is
undoubtedly significant.
But now GDPR creates new
opportunities for publishers to regain
control of their data and relationships
with their audiences, though the value
of that data is directly proportional to
the level of ownership and exclusivity.
If GDPR is an opportunity to
reinvent media brands’ audience, data
and monetization strategies, why do
publishers keep focusing on choices
that eat away huge chunks of their
revenues either directly or via data
leakage?

Changing the rules of
engagement
To improve the user experience, we
need to change the rules of engagement
with users. We must shift users from
hunted prey to partners with a true
value exchange. The principle of free
content in exchange for personal data
is, in theory, logical, fair and
reasonable, but too much abuse of
that data and terrible business practices
are forcing the industry toward a radical
change, and there is no way back.

What if publishers started radically
reducing ad slots, leaving just one
or two ad spaces for branding and
sponsorships, while moving the focus
of commercial interaction to different
locations within the user experience?
I don’t mean eliminating advertising
and marketing touch points, but
repositioning them and reimagining
them through different eyes and
interaction channels that would protect
the user experience and, in the
background, first-party data exclusivity.
What if media brands removed
most advertising from the content
and consolidated user attention for
marketing and advertising messages
elsewhere, such as in dedicated sections
or environments where the publisher
acts as a quality connector between
advertiser and consumer? What if users
were given an incentive for interacting
with brands that belonged to verticals
for which they have indicated personal
interest?
What if users willingly provided
data and information that allowed
for the personalization of rewards
they may receive through interacting
with brands?

A virtuous cycle
With the user receiving rewards and
value from interaction and engagement
with brands of interest,
a virtuous cycle of exponential data
collection and knowledge building —
which would be truly deterministic —
could be created.
It would eliminate the current catand-mouse approach and perception of
the user being hunted, which create
issues with data quality and accuracy.
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That would also represent true
direct-response advertising that is
permission-based and proactively
engaged with, as opposed to today’s
force-feeding advertising system.

It would mean adding a
complementary way to collect data and
deliver the marketing or advertising
message on different, but much safer,
channels that are free of data leakage.

Publishers could divert the costs
from nontransparent and
undifferentiating third-party data to
investments in value for the user in the
possible form of discounts, offers or
vouchers. Done in collaboration with
brands and in exchange for closely
protected data, this would contribute to
engagement and success, which would
increase advertisers’ demand as a
consequence.

It would represent a deep change
for media brands, which would move
toward owning their destiny and data,
rather than handing control and
monetization to third parties.

Publishers could potentially charge
a “cost per interaction.” An offer
delivered to a dedicated page, section,
widget or inbox, for example, could be
much higher than programmatic CPMs.

Business and financial pressures
are extremely powerful, but media
brands must evolve and fight the status
quo. They must reject any attempts

This approach would also provide
other benefits. For example, it could
reduce publishers’ dependency on
programmatic display revenue sources,
which deliver rewards that are a fraction
of what they should be, while
minimizing media brands’ pivotal role.
It would also improve the user
experience, increase trust and make it
easier to discuss alternative business
models with users. Data leakage would
be significantly reduced, making firstparty data more valuable. And the CPMs
of the limited ad slots would rise
because supply would decline, or they
could even be monetized on a
sponsorship basis.

Stronger, not different,
data strategies
Those strategic shifts would not
affect publishers’ core data strategies
but would rather strengthen them by
protecting users, data and revenue.

It would require financial and
human resources. Some might say that
not all publishers can afford those.
I’d object and argue the survival of the
fittest is a better outcome than a slow
global decline for everyone.
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from other players in the industry to
keep publishers artificially alive long
enough to be their source for “ad slots
harvesting.”
Many will argue the theoretical
benefits of programmatic display, but
the fact remains that users are
rejecting display advertising and
publishers are struggling.
We cannot bend reality to fit
agendas. If certain practices slip past
GDPR or there are calls for more
privacy protections outside the EU,
it will be users or the status quo’s
financial unsustainability for media
brands that force us to change.
We’d better be ready.
— Follow Alessandro De Zanche
(@fastbreakdgtl) and AdExchanger
(@adexchanger) on Twitter.

The “Award”
everyone hopes
to receive
Joe Shaw, executive editor of the
Press News Group, Southampton explaining
their novel newsroom award:
“I’ll note that it hasn’t been awarded yet —
we’re not going to give it out casually.
And once you win, it’s like the Stanley Cup —
you keep it till someone takes it from you.”
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By CHRISTINE SCHMIDT

After Big Denver Post layoffs, the
Fort Collins Coloradoan thinks beyond local
A neighborhood watch Facebook group, reader chatbot, and a state-focused project:
“We all serve the greater Coloradoan community and we each have parts to play in that.”
see how we might be able to help shape
the future of local news from our corner of
the country,” said Jennifer Hefty, the
Coloradoan’s content strategist.
“We don’t get too caught up in what
we did yesterday or ten years ago. There
are very few sacred cows in this room,”
said Eric Larsen, the Coloradoan’s news
director. “That’s really freed us up to — if
I’m going to be cliché — experiment, fail
fast, and really see where we can play
with the levers and see what works and
what doesn’t.”

P

Local news in Colorado–and no, this
isn’t about layoffs.

While some corporate-owned outlets
like The Denver Post have been
gutted and new ventures like Denverite have
had to make cuts as well, about an hour’s
drive north of Colorado’s capital city is the
Fort Collins Coloradoan, which was named
to Editor and Publisher’s 2018 list of top
pioneering newsrooms.
The Coloradoan, with a newsroom of
20 people, has been mentioned in previous
Nieman Lab coverage and recognized for its
resourcefulness in digital experimentation.

Owned by Gannett and witness to its own
layoffs, the team has grown subscriptions,
participated in Gannett pilots (commentsbe-gone, for 90 days starting April 1) and
experimented themselves with Facebook
Groups, a chatbot, and local ticketed and
free events. The Coloradoan has 22,000
print and/or digital subscriptions with a
year-over-year paid subscription growth of
994 subscribers in early December 2017;
Fort Collins, Colorado’s fourth most
populous city, has a population of
about 170,000.
“We want to just try everything and see
what difference we can make. We want to

In January, the Coloradoan launched
a neighborhood watch Facebook group
that included local police and fire
spokespeople. The group now has more
than 1,500 members and a surprisingly
low level of drama: Hefty and other
reporters post updates about local crime
and mischief, and only one person has
had to be removed for disobeying the
rules. Two Coloradoan reporters, a
Facebook page from the city, and the
local fire authority are all admins on the
page, which is billed as a collaboration
(not a substitute for 911). While
some members debated about the
recommended speed in the left lane
while driving and reminded others that
it’s illegal to run over geese, Hefty and the
other Coloradoan staffers shared posts
answering questions about a bullet found
in an elementary school classroom and a
dead body on the side of the road. The
fire authority also shared its post about
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how potting soil can catch on fire —
all reminders that, from road-hogging geese
to flammable dirt, local news matters to
local people.
“We’re looking to create just that
pipeline for their information that they’re
providing to the public,” Larsen said,
adding that the fire authority’s
spokesperson is a former reporter, “so we
have a good working relationship.”
And it’s made an impact on their
Facebook traffic, especially as the
algorithm shifts toward Groups and away
from Pages. Hefty had noticed that other
neighborhood watch groups had popped up,
but none existed for Fort Collins yet —
though when they would post a relevant
Coloradoan story, readership on the page
would spike immediately compared to a
post from the general Coloradoan account.
“We were sharing it with an audience that
was super-invested instead of just everyone
who follows us,” Hefty said. The trend has
carried over with their own group, and
Facebook’s News Feed changes “certainly
validated my idea in that brands pushing
out all of your stories en masse to your
audience isn’t necessarily reaching the
right people.”
That Facebook group joins the
Coloradoan Influencers group in the
organization’s Facebook strategy, though
the latter is mostly used as an “expanded
community editorial board,” Larsen said, to
solicit reader feedback and ideas. As the
group intro states: “The purpose of the
group is to create a place for conversation
about the issues facing Fort Collins and
how the Coloradoan should cover them. It’s
not just a two-way conversation between
you and Coloradoan staff members; it’s also
a multi-directional conversation with others
who can help us unpack complex topics.
You can ask questions about Coloradoan

coverage choices and processes. You can
contribute by sharing story ideas or
questions you have.”
For more expedited reader interaction,
Hefty also developed a Facebook
Messenger chatbot for the Coloradoan.
“That’s become part of our regular
workflow now,” Larsen said. “The bot is
used to answer some basic reader
interaction questions: ‘How do I submit a
press release?’ ‘How do I send my
engagement announcement?’ ‘What’s
going on on Mulberry Street? I just saw
three cop cars race by me.’” The bot has a
few predetermined answers but also gives
the option to talk to a real human as soon
as possible — a job that falls to the editor
on rotation, Larsen said. “If someone’s got
a question, we do our best to answer as
quickly as we can.”
Hefty also devised an introductory
guide for their audience to use the bot,
buoyed by the principles of Trusting
News, which the Coloradoan has
participated in. “It was important to have
a set goal [for the bot] at the outset,” she
said. “Did we want it to act like a human
or function as an alert [system]? How is
this authentic in a way that builds trust?
Instead of just pushing out stories, how do
we make it feel as if we’re messaging with
a friend?”
Hefty keeps a spreadsheet full of
ideas to delve into next, from voice to
drones. “We do podcasting so [voice] is
an easy platform for that. But what does
voice look like with our storytelling?
What does local news look like with that
technology?” she said. The Coloradoan
has a flash briefing on Alexa already, but
ultimately, Hefty hopes that users will be
able to ask questions like “Hey Alexa,
what’s the best brewery in Fort Collins?”
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Larsen described the Coloradoan’s
event strategy as vital to its community
engagement trifecta. Ticket sales brought
in more than $30,000 in 2017. The
company also organizes free events like
News and Brews, inviting audiences to
chill sessions at a local brewery. The
Storytellers project is a ticketed part of a
Gannett initiative, though Larsen said
they’re also looking to start one-time
forums on a topic and are gearing up for
the summer’s food truck rallies.
As other Colorado newsrooms get
squeezed, Larsen, Hefty, and the
Coloradoan are exploring options to
strengthen their local reporting with
regional projects or a content-sharing
system with smaller outlets. The
Coloradoan was also a major force behind
a digital public records law passed by the
state legislature last year.
“We’re Colorado’s northernmost
outpost as far as our coverage area. But I
think there is an opportunity to work from
a broader perspective on Colorado issues,”
Larsen said. For instance, the paper
is doing a year-long project called
“Sacrificing Our Schools” that investigates
public education funding in the state.
“As Colorado wrangles with its budget
and things like teacher retention and
graduation rate, it affects our economy and
the vibrancy of our culture. We want to
continue to work on that from a statewide
angle,” Larsen said. “Part of it, too, is
looking at other places as partners in this
greater news ecosystem. We all serve the
greater Coloradoan community and we
each have parts to play in that.”
— Reprinted by NiemanLab
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By TIM GALLAGHER

Business of news: taking a look
at the latest publishing trends

I

have long thought that no industry does more
navel-gazing than the newspaper business. In
years past, we did studies on why we were
losing readers, why readers did not trust us, why
readers preferred TV news, etc. In the digital age,
those studies have multiplied. And as a diligent
columnist for E&P, I am obliged to read most of
these. But you aren’t. So let me synthesize the big
trends in all our studies and reviews.
But first, read some broad studies that capture
a lot of the trends. There are so many reports, you
need to let others research these findings. The Tow
Center recently synthesized dozens of reports and
hundreds of interviews to tell newspapers how to
engage their readers to drive both profit and loyalty.
It’s a deep and rich report that has more rabbit
holes than a West Texas mesa, but the research is
essential before you plan any moves.
Here are the rest of the big picture trends
and advice:
Treat your website and app visitors
like customers and not “traffic.”
The implication is profound. Traffic implies
commodity. Customer denotes relationship. Putting
up a paywall means they should pay for what you
are already doing. Perhaps that is true. But isn’t it
better to ask what product or service can you offer
that is worth paying for? The new CEO at Piano,
Trevor Kaufman, talked about this in an interview
with the Nieman Lab.
I love how The Atlantic is putting the best
comments from its readers in a prominent position
— almost as prominent as the article itself. This
saves readers from wading through ridiculous
comments to read only the best. (However, I still
think there is room for reporter interaction with
readers on these sites.)
The Boston Globe editorial pages tries to
engage its readers, not lecture to them, by being
transparent about its objectives

Small news websites started by
journalists are profitable as long as
they keep costs low, create unique
and interesting content and have a
reliable stream of revenue.
Block Club Chicago raised money for its
neighborhood news content through Kickstarter
and had $116,047 from 2,000 backers. And $5
subscriptions.
Hoodline in San Francisco morphed from a
hyper-local neighborhood news site to one that
gathers and crunches (often with help from
partners) huge sets of public data to tell
interesting stories, such as why one neighborhood had a lot more empty storefronts than the
city average.
Linda Solomon Wood moved to Canada and
launched a website she planned at her dining
room table.
Social media is not your friend.
Facebook drained your readers and fgave you
little back. Facebook misleads us. It changes its
mind every few months and all the work we did
getting ready for the last big thing has nothing to
do with Facebook’s next big thing. Don’t be the

tail of the dog. Wag the dog. They want to be the
place you go for local news. Don’t allow that.
Follow Josh Constine @joshconstine if you want to
be informed and steer clear of this foe.
Romancing the readers is more
crucial than ever but no one has it
quite all figured out yet.
One thing we know. You have to tell your
story. My paper in Ventura County, Calif. has
started a “6 reasons why you need our digital
subscription; “started a “storytellers” program
with journalists and people from the community
and is dropping a new podcast on crimes in the
county’s past every Wednesday. No one buys your
paper because they got a tote bag for free. They
engage with you because the newspaper makes it
impossible to ignore them.
Always review new tools that are
inexpensive (or free) and
uncomplicated.
E&P recently wrote about TimeslineJS, which
makes storytelling in a multi-media interactive
timeline a relative cinch. And it looks good too.
Or find a partner. NBC News is working with
a company called Left Field to tell stories using
virtual reality technology. (And if you think
VR is a passing fad, just think about how quaint
the first apps for your phone were in 2005.
It’s coming, baby.)
And the biggest trend of all you must pay
attention to: Produce compelling, can’t-get-itanywhere-else stories about your local community.
— Tim Gallagher is president of The 20/20
Network, a public relations and strategic
communications firm. He is a former Pulitzer Prizewinning editor and publisher at The Albuquerque
Tribune and the Ventura County Star newspapers.
Reach him at tim@the2020network.com .
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By VICTOR OCASIO — NewsDay

Ocean Gold Media, LLC acquires Queens Tribune
and The Press of Southeast Queens,
announces new hires and promotions

T

ribCo, LLC — publishers of weekly
newspapers the Queens Tribune
and The Press of Southeast Queens —
has been purchased by Ocean Gold
Media, a newly formed media group
owned and operated by Chairman
William Ruggiero, Chief Executive
Officer Andrew Holt and Counsel
Michael Tobman.
The Queens Tribune, the corporation’s
flagship publication, was founded in 1970
by former Congressman Gary Ackerman.
William Ruggiero, the Chairman of
Ocean Gold Media, LLC, started his
professional career in community service,
and nonprofit housing and urban
development. Ruggiero has since been
involved in boutique and large-scale
construction projects from Staten Island to
DUMBO. Ruggiero has tasked Andrew Holt
with day-to-day operations and growth
strategy, with his capacity as Chairman
focusing on areas of expansion involving
construction and finance.
Andrew Holt, the former Publisher
of City & State magazine, joins Ocean Gold
Media as President and Chief Executive
Officer.

Michael Nussbaum will retain the
title of Publisher under the new ownership.
Nussbaum has had a long career in public
service and media and is a lifelong resident
of the borough.
As part of this acquisition Jasmin
Freeman, formerly the Vice President of
Strategy at City & State, will assume the role
of Publisher and majority owner of The Press
of the Southeast Queens — which will be
expanding into a revamped and rebranded
citywide newsmagazine in the coming
months.
Michael Johnson, the former
Executive Producer of Capital Tonight, and
Editorial Director of City & State, will be
joining Ocean Gold Media as Executive
Director of News.
Gerson Borrero, the former Editor-inChief of El Diario la Prensa, current NY1
and NY1 Noticias political commentator and
the political editor and host of Estudio DC at
HITN, a Spanish language outlet connecting
100 million people in the United States, will
assume the role of Editor-at-Large. In this
role Gerson will be bring his popular
“Bochinche & Buzz” column into the fold
with the best news and gossip ranging from
politics to culture, social issues and beyond.
Borrero will also assist in a larger effort to
bring on experienced and diverse voices on
editorial boards for Ocean Gold Media’s
publications.

In addition to being the Publisher of
New York Jewish Life, which is now part of
the Ocean Gold Media family of publications,
Michael Tobman will assume the role of
Counsel to Ocean Gold Media, as well as
being a shareholder focusing on operations,
expansion, and acquisitions.
Guillaume Federighi will be joining as
Executive Creative Director of Ocean Gold
Media, LLC. In this role, Gui will manage the
creative and production processes across all
the Ocean Gold brands.
Dylan Forsberg, a prominent fashion
and lifestyle photographer and founder of
Transmission Magazine will be signing on
as Photo Editor for Ocean Gold Media and
Tribune Studios.
Shanie Persaud-Adeen, previously the
Associate Publisher at TribCo, LLC, will now
be elevated into the role of Vice President of
Advertising and Events across Ocean Gold
Media, LLC. A long-time Queens resident,
Shanie cut her teeth in news at the largest
newspaper in her native Guyana. After several
years as an on-air news presenter, she left to
head expansion efforts for the state media
company in Guyana. Persaud-Adeen has
worked for TribCo since 2002, taking breaks
over the past two decades to form her own
Guyanese weekly newspaper and expand her
work for community and charitable causes in
the borough.
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Welcoming Judy Patrick to NYPA
Judy Patrick has joined the New York Press Association in the new position of executive vice president for editorial development.
Patrick worked in daily newspapers for 40 years, retiring this spring as editor of The Daily Gazette in Schenectady.
In her new role, she will be a resource for NYPA’s newspapers statewide. She will work to help member newspapers
find new ways to cover the news of their communities, especially by promoting the NYPA’s News To Share platform.
The content-sharing website is designed to enable papers to share stories and photos.
“At a time when many people think of journalism as under attack, the successes of NYPA’s member papers
prove that journalism is indeed alive and well throughout New York state. I’m grateful to be afforded
the opportunity to help that journalism continue to thrive. Our democracy depends on it.”
Patrick is also working with NYPA’s summer internship program, encouraging the students to
share their experiences with each other throughout the summer and establishing a network
they will be able to tap into as their careers advance.
“Being able to help the next generation of journalists develop the skills they need
in this fast-paced media environment is just icing on the cake,” she said.
Patrick grew up in Washington County, where she was a faithful reader of the
Greenwich Journal. She worked for a number of newspapers over the years but
spent nearly all of her career at Schenectady’s Daily Gazette.
New York Press Association
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Judy Patrick
Vice President for Editorial Development

judy@nynewspapers.com

Introducing Eliot Putnam

the new face at the Press Service

I have a long history of working with national advertisers in print media. For the past 10 years
I worked at GateHouse Media in several different roles; the most recent of which was National Sales
Director working with retailers such as Sears, JCPenney, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Home Depot, etc.
I was responsible for managing the contracts for the 60 largest national accounts on behalf of
all 650 GateHouse papers. During the negotiation process I worked directly with the clients to
analyze their marketing needs against the coverage our newspapers delivered.
Prior to GateHouse Media I was with ADVO (now Valassis) in the role of District Sales Manager
of the Boston Market with 21 account executives of varying levels reporting directly to me.
I managed a $24 million P&L with 60% of our business coming from grocery and drug stores.
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New York Press Service

PS

Eliot Putnam
Director, Revenue Diversification /
New Business Development

eliot@nynewspapers.com
www.nynewspapers.com

621 Columbia Street Extension | Cohoes NY 12047 | p: 518-464-6483 | f: 518-464-6489

job bank

Share a bit of humor
with your readers
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NYPA facilitates an editorial cartoon exchange for NYPA member newspapers.
If you’re an editorial cartoonist interested in having your artwork published in
newspapers, please contact Jill Van Dusen. Cartoonists will be paid $5 every time
a cartoon is published, paid once a month.
When editorial cartoons become available for download, they will be posted
on our site, each with a unique name. The cartoons will be watermarked with the
NYPA logo.
All cartoons must be paid for in advance. If you’re interested in publishing one
of the cartoons, call Jill at (518) 464-6483. She’ll take your credit card information
and then send you the original artwork and the name of the artist. Cartoons may be
purchased one at a time ($5), or you may purchase five “cartoon credits” for $25
which you can use now or for future cartoons.
Newspapers that purchase editorial cartoons have permission to reprint those
cartoons on their affiliated websites, with attribution.
New York Press Association
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621 Columbia Street Ext., Suite 100
Cohoes, NY 12047
www.nynewspapers.com
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